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Abstract

We describe the new features extended in the Succinct Solver (V2.0)
and the techniques developed for supporting these features in this report.
The Succinct Solver developed by Nielson and Seidl incorporates state-of-
the-art approaches to constraint solving. It is used to solve static analysis
problems specified in Alternation-free Least Fixpoint Logic (ALFP). The
major new feature in the version V2.0 is to allow using structured terms
freely, hence the universe is potentially infinite. To do so we first transform
the clause containing structured terms into the equivalent clause with
only simple terms as arguments of predicates, via explicit unifications,
in the preprocessing stage. In the solving stage we expand the universe
dynamically, and we use continuations to resolve the computations that
were suspended due to the lack of information about the whole universe.
Once a new ground term is added to the universe, the continuations are
resumed. Moreover, we extend the solver to allow querying old results
while solving new clauses, and provide more flexible user interfaces.

1 Introduction

Program analysis can often be carried out in a two-phase process [1]. In the first
phase, the focus is on the specification of the analysis, and where the analyzed
program is transformed into a suitable set of constraints. In the second phase,
the main concern is the computation of the analysis, and where the constraints
are solved by employing an appropriate constraint solver. The Succinct Solver
[2] is developed as such a constraint solver.

The Succinct Solver uses the Alternation-free Least Fixpoint Logic (ALFP)
in clausal form as the constraint specification language. This specification logic
is more expressive than that either in BANE or in Datalog as pointed in [2].
Formulas in ALFP naturally arise in the specification of static analyses of pro-
grams (c.f. [3] and [4]). On the other hand, the algorithm in the solver allows
to be formulated in a succinct manner due to the use of continuation and mem-
oisation. Thus the behaviour of the solver can be characterized precisely and
the complexity analysis can be developed formally and automatically as shown
in [3] and [5].

One thing inconvenient in the Succinct Solver (V1.0) is that it is restricted
in using terms, since its solving mechanism is based on the fixed finite universe.
Thus essentially, only simple terms1 are allowed as arguments of predicates.
In this report, we document our new extended features in the Succinct Solver

1We say a term is a simple term if it is either a ground term or a variable.
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(V2.0)2, one major feature of which is to relax the restriction (in V1.0) on using
structured terms, hence the universe is potentially infinite. To do so we first
transform the clause containing structured terms into the equivalent clause with
only simple terms as the arguments of predicates in the preprocessing stage.
The transformation is based on explicit unifications, with the similar idea of
equational unifications [6, 7] used in the areas of theorem proving and term
rewriting [8, 9]. In the solving stage we expand the universe dynamically, and
we use continuations to resolve the computations that were suspended due to
the lack of information about the whole universe. Once a new ground term is
added to the universe, the continuations are resumed. In addition, we extends
the solver to allow querying old results while solving new clauses, and provide
more flexible user interfaces etc.

The remainder of the report is organized as follows: in Section 2, we give the
syntax and the semantics of the ALFP logic that is used by the Succinct Solver
(V2.0) as the constraint specification language. In Section 3, we introduce our
approach to handling the structured terms, with a brief review of the theoretical
foundations. Section 4 describes the data representation in the solver and gives
an overview of the solver by sketching the system structure and data structures.
We describe and explain, in Section 5, the algorithms and the implementation
for the extended features. In Section 6, we describe the user interfaces provided
by the Succinct Solver (V2.0). Section 7 concludes the report.

2 ALFP Clauses

The specification language used in the Succinct Solver is the alternation-free
fragment of Least Fixpoint Logic (ALFP), which is an extension of Horn Clauses.
In this section we give a brief introduction to ALFP clauses in terms of the
syntax and the semantics.

2.1 Syntax

Given a fixed countable set X of variables, a countable set C of constant symbols,
a finite ranked alphabet R of predicate symbols, and a finite set F of function
symbols, the set of ALFP clauses, cl, is generated by the following grammar

t ::= c | x | f (t1, · · · , tk)
pre ::= R (t1, · · · , tk) | ¬R (t1, · · · , tk) | pre1 ∧ pre2

| pre1 ∨ pre2 | ∃x : pre | t1 = t2 | t1 6= t2
| ∀x : pre

cl ::= R (t1, · · · , tk) | 1 | cl1 ∧ cl2 | ∀x : cl
| pre ⇒ cl | pre =⇒ cl

where t is called a term which is generated either by a constant c ∈ C, a variable
x ∈ X or applying a function f ∈ F over C and X . R ∈ R is a k-ary predicate
symbol for k ≥ 1, and t1, · · · , tk denote arbitrary terms. 1 is the always true
clause. Occurrences of R(· · · ) and ¬R(· · · ) in preconditions are also called
queries and negative queries, respectively, whereas the other occurrences are

2This is in cooperation with Prof. Hemult Seidl at the University of Trier.
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called assertions of the predicate R. In literatures R(· · · ) is often called an
atomic formula.

It needs to mention that “=” and “6=” are pre-defined predicate symbols as
infix operators for equality (=, also called explicit unification here) and inequality
(6=) respectively.

One additional extension of the syntax in the Succinct Solver (V2.0) is the
clause pre =⇒ cl which makes a breakpoint in front of clause cl and is only used
for the debugging purpose. In the solver we use a counter, namely an integer
variable cnt, to count the number of the environments (represented by env)
passing through the breakpoint of clause cl. We will discuss how to use this
clause in Section 6.

Stratified ALFP. In order to deal with negations conveniently, we restrict
ourselves to alternation-free formulae. We introduce a notion of stratification
similar to the one which is known from Datalog and logic programming [10, 11].

Definition 1 A clause cl is stratified if it has the form cl = cl1 ∧ · · · ∧ clk, and
there is a function rank : R → IN such that for all j = 0, · · · , k, the following
properties hold:

• all predicates of assertions in clj have rank j;

• all predicates of queries in clj have ranks at most j; and

• all predicates of negated queries in clj have ranks strictly less than j.

The Succinct Solver uses the stratified ALFP as the constraint specification
language. In the version V2.0, the universal quantifier for preconditions is not
available any longer due to the fact that the potentially infinite universe is
dynamically expanded.

2.2 Semantics

Let U denote an infinite universe of ground terms3 formed only from c ∈ C and
f ∈ F , and U∗ denote a subset of U . Given interpretations ρ and σ for predicate
symbols and terms, respectively, we define the satisfaction relations

(ρ, σ) |= pre and (ρ, σ) |= cl

for preconditions and clauses as in Table 1. Here we write ρ(R) for the set of k-
tuples (a1, · · · , ak) from Uk associated with the k-ary predicate R, and we write
σ(t) for the ground term of U bound to t with σ(c) = c for the constants, and
σ(f(t1, ..., tk)) = f(σ(t1), ..., σ(tk)) for the functional terms. Further σ[x 7→ a]
stands for the mapping that is as σ except that x is mapped to a, and as a
particular case σ[cnt 7→ 1+] stands for the mapping that is as σ except that the
value of the integer variable cnt is increased by 1. We assume that U∗ ⊇ =ρ(R)

for all R ∈ R given that =ρ(R) = {a1, ..., ak : (a1, ..., ak) ∈ ρ(R)}.
We view also the free variables occurring in a formula as ground terms from

the universe U . Thus, given an interpretation σ0 of the ground terms, in the
clause cl, we call an interpretation ρ of the predicate symbols R a solution to
the clause provided (ρ, σ0) |= cl.

3A ground term is a term not containing variables.
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(ρ, σ) |= R (t1, · · · , tk) iff (σ(t1), · · · , σ(tk)) ∈ ρ(R)
(ρ, σ) |= ¬R (t1, · · · , tk) iff (σ(t1), · · · , σ(tk)) 6∈ ρ(R)
(ρ, σ) |= pre1 ∧ pre2 iff (ρ, σ) |= pre1 and (ρ, σ) |= pre2

(ρ, σ) |= pre1 ∨ pre2 iff (ρ, σ) |= pre1 or (ρ, σ) |= pre2

(ρ, σ) |= ∃x : pre iff (ρ, σ[x 7→ a]) |= pre for some a ∈ U∗

(ρ, σ) |= t1 = t2 iff σ(t1) = σ(t2)
(ρ, σ) |= t1 6= t2 iff σ(t1) 6= σ(t2)

(ρ, σ) |= R (t1, · · · , tk) iff (σ(t1), · · · , σ(tk)) ∈ ρ(R)
(ρ, σ) |= 1 iff true
(ρ, σ) |= cl1 ∧ cl2 iff (ρ, σ) |= cl1 and (ρ, σ) |= cl2
(ρ, σ) |= ∀x : cl iff (ρ, σ[x 7→ a]) |= cl for all a ∈ U∗

(ρ, σ) |= pre ⇒ cl iff (ρ, σ) |= cl whenever (ρ, σ) |= pre
(ρ, σ) |= pre =⇒ cl iff (ρ, σ[cnt 7→ 1+]) |= cl whenever (ρ, σ) |= pre

Table 1: Semantics of preconditions and clauses

It needs to mention that the solver only terminates with a least solution iff
the least solution is finite.

Example 1 Let Nat be a 1-ary predicate defining a natural number. The fol-
lowing formula defines all the natural numbers:

Nat(zero) ∧ ∀x : (Nat(x) ⇒ Nat(succ(x)))

where function succ computes the successor of a natural number. The least
solution to this formula is the infinite set IN of natural numbers. In this case
the solver will not terminate. ut

Existence of the least solution. Let ∆ be the set of interpretations ρ of
predicate symbols in R over U∗ (we can also use U here, but we are more
interested in U∗), then ∆ = (∆, v) forms a complete lattice, where the lexico-
graphical ordering v is defined by ρ1 v ρ2 if and only if there is some 0 ≤ j ≤ N

such that the following properties hold:

• ρ1(R) = ρ2(R) for all R ∈ R with rank(R) < j

• ρ1(R) ⊆ ρ2(R) for all R ∈ R with rank(R) = j

• either j = N or ρ1(R) ⊂ ρ2(R) for at least one R ∈ R with rank(R) = j

Proposition 1 Assume the cl is a stratified ALFP formula and σ0 is an inter-
pretation of the free variables in cl. Then the set ∆′ ⊆ ∆ containing all ρ such
that (ρ, σ0) |= cl forms a Moore family, i.e. it is closed under greatest lower
bounds.

The proof can be found in [2].
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3 Essentials for Handling Structured Terms

We recall the notions of substitution and unification that are fundamentals for
handling the structured terms in the Succinct Solver (V2.0). We then develop
the transformation that transforms a clause with structured terms into an equiv-
alent clause with only simple terms.

3.1 Basis

Definition 2 (substitution) A substitution θ is a finite set of the form θ =
{x1 7→ t1, · · · , xn 7→ tn} where x1, · · · , xn are distinct variables and t1, · · · , tn
are terms such that ti 6= xi. θ is called a ground substitution if ti is a ground
term for all i ∈ {1, · · · , n}.

If A is a term or an atomic formula, and θ = {x1 7→ t1, · · · , xn 7→ tn} is
a substitution, then Aθ is an instance of A by θ obtained from A by simulta-
neously replacing each occurrence of the variables xi in A by the terms ti for
i ∈ {1, · · · , n}.

Example 2 Given A = f(a, g(x)), and θ = {x 7→ b}, we then have Aθ =
f(a, g(b)). ut

Definition 3 (composition of substitutions) Let θ and γ be two substitu-
tions, i. e. θ = {x1 7→ t1, · · · , xn 7→ tn} and γ = {y1 7→ s1, · · · , ym 7→ sm}.
Then the composition of θ and γ denoted by θγ is the substitution obtained from
the set {(x1 7→ t1)γ, · · · , (xn 7→ tn)γ, y1 7→ s1, · · · , ym 7→ sm} by deleting any
binding (x1 7→ t1)γ for which xi = tiγ and deleting any binding yj 7→ sj for
which yj ∈ {x1, · · · , xn}.

It is known that the composition of substitutions is associative, i.e. (θγ)ς =
θ(γς), where θ, γ, and ς are substitutions [12].

Definition 4 (unification) A unification problem is a finite set of equations
S = {s1 = t1, · · · , sk = tk}. A unifier or a solution of S is a substitution γ such
that γsi = γti. A most general unifier (mgu) is a unifier γ such that any other
unifier θ can be obtained from γ by a further substitution ς such that

θ = γς

We say a unification is explicit unification if we explicitly write t = s for t

and s are both terms, or both atomic formulas.
Clearly, two atomic formulae are unifiable only if they have the same predi-

cate symbol (with the same arity), and their arguments (i.e. terms) are unifiable
[13].

3.2 Transformation via unification

The main idea of handling structured terms in the Succinct Solver (V2.0) is to
transform a clause with structured terms into the one with only simple terms as
the arguments of the predicates via explicit unifications between the auxiliary
variables and the structured terms. This can be illustrated by an example as
follows.
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ℵ(R (t1, · · · , tk)) = ∀y1, · · · , yk :
∧

i∈{1,··· ,k} ϑ(yi, ti) ⇒ R (y1, · · · , yk)

ℵ(1) = 1
ℵ(cl1 ∧ cl2) = ℵ(cl1) ∧ ℵ(cl2)
ℵ(∀x : cl) = ∀x : ℵ(cl)
ℵ(pre ⇒ cl) = ℵ′(pre) ⇒ ℵ(cl)
ℵ(pre =⇒ cl) = ℵ′(pre) =⇒ ℵ(cl)

ℵ′(R (t1, · · · , tk)) = ∃y1, · · · , yk : R (y1, · · · , yk)
∧

i∈{1,··· ,k} ϑ(yi, ti)

ℵ′(¬R (t1, · · · , tk)) = ∃y1, · · · , yk : ¬R (y1, · · · , yk)
∧

i∈{1,··· ,k} ϑ(yi, ti)

ℵ′(pre1 ∧ pre2) = ℵ′(pre1) ∧ ℵ′(pre2)
ℵ′(pre1 ∨ pre2) = ℵ′(pre1) ∨ ℵ′(pre2)
ℵ′(∃x : pre) = ∃x : ℵ′(pre)
ℵ′(t1 = t2) = ∃y1, y2 : (y1 = y2) ∧ ϑ(y1, t1) ∧ ϑ(y2, t2)
ℵ′(t1 6= t2) = ∃y1, y2 : (y1 6= y2) ∧ ϑ(y1, t1) ∧ ϑ(y2, t2)

ϑ(y, a) = y = a

ϑ(y, x) = y = x

ϑ(y, f(t1, · · · , tk)) = ∃y1, · · · , yk : y = f(y1, · · · , yk)
∧

i∈{1,··· ,k} ϑ(yi, ti)

Table 2: The transformation function ℵ

Example 3 The following clause

pre ⇒ R(a, x, f(x))

is transformed into

pre ⇒ ∀y : y = f(x) ⇒ R(a, x, y)

where y is an auxiliary variable, and it is explicitly unified with f(x). ut

The transformation is carried out by the function ℵ as defined below.

Definition 5 We define in Table 2 the function ℵ: CL → CL, where CL is the
set of all ALFP clauses.

The function ℵ′ deals with preconditions and ϑ deals with terms. Clearly, ϑ

unifies a variable with a term, and if a term is in a nested structure, it is then
simplified by the further unifications with the nested terms respectively. The
variables y1 · · · yk are distinct auxiliary variables.

Proposition 2 Given a clause cl, then ℵ(cl) ⇔ cl.

Proof. It can be proceed by structured induction on cl. We show briefly here
the case of R(t1, · · · , tk). For all y1 · · · , yk, if

∧
i∈{1,··· ,k} ϑ(yi, ti) holds, then

σ(yi) = σ(ti) for i ∈ {1, · · · , k}. It is then clear whenever (σ(t1), · · · , σ(tk)) ∈
ρ(R), we have (σ(y1), · · · , σ(yk)) ∈ ρ(R), i.e. R(t1, · · · , tk) ⇔ ℵ(R(t1, · · · , tk)).

ut
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Figure 1: The system structure

4 Data Representation

In this section, we first give an overview of the system structure and briefly
introduce the functionality of each component of the system. We then describe
the main data structures that are used in the solver to construct the least
solution to the given clauses.

4.1 System structure

The system structure of the solver is sketched in Fig. 1. In the figure, the User-
Interface is composed of a set of functions defined in the functor FrontBackEnd.
By means of these functions a user can access the solver. We will in Section 6
give a detailed description of each of those functions. The function parseClause

in the module Parser parses the ALFP clause from the text file and transforms
it into an internal representation, InternData, which will be used to generate
HornPlus clause by the function genClause in the module Intern. Another way
to input the ALFP clause is to encode the clause into the SML data struc-
ture, and the clause can be translated to InternData clause through the func-
tion translate in the HornDirect module. At the same time, the function
genClause modifies the universe data structure if it encounters ground terms,
and transforms structured terms etc. The function translate in the TransList
module translates the HornPlus clause into another internal representation, i.e.
Horn clause. At the same time, it extracts the information for predicates into
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the data structure relTable.
The function solve first transforms the Horn clause into the internal rep-

resentation, HornEnvPool clause, for the purpose of the memoisation (c.f. [2])
in the case that disjunctions or existential quantifications are used in precon-
ditions. It then processes the HornEnvPool clause and computes the solution
by manipulating five main data structures, i.e. env for the partial environment,
result for the solution, and infl for the consumer registration, envPool for the
memoisation and universe for expending the universe. The solve function ma-
nipulates also some FIFO-queues for the purpose of continuations upon adding
a new ground term to the universe.

4.2 Data structures

The data structures env, result, infl universe and relTable in the solver are
abstracted as SML data types as given in Table 3.

type env = (var * (univ option)) list

type result = univ list option stack * (loc, univ) table

type ’a stack = (loc * ’a array) ref

type ’a table ={buckets : (’a * loc) list array ref,

hash : ’a -> idx ref,

count: int ref}

type infl = consumer list option stack * (loc, consumer) table

type consumer = univ list -> unit

type universe = (termName, args list option) stack *

(termName, args list option) table

type relTable = (relName, ary) table’

type ’a table’ ={buckets : (’a * rel) list array ref,

hash : ’a -> idx ref,

count: int ref}

Table 3: Abstract data types

Where, var corresponds to variables, univ corresponds to the ground terms
in the universe, loc the locations in the stack, and idx the locations in the
buckets (i.e. the hash table). These are all of int type in the implementation.
The int in stack corresponds to the size of the stack, while int in count the
number of elements in the buckets of the table. The termName specifies the
function symbols that are applied to the list of args to form a structured term,
and relName specifies the relation symbols whose arity is given by ary while
rel gives its integer representation.
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4.2.1 The universe data structure

The data structure universe represents a list of ground terms each is expressed
by a unique tree.

Definition 6 A unique tree is an ordered tree where each node expresses a
ground term. A leaf node is a constant and a non-leaf node is a functional term
with function name as a root node and its children are the arguments.

Example 4 Two ground terms f(g(a, h(b)), f(b, a)) and f ′(a, b, g(a, b)) are rep-
resented by the unique tree (i) and (ii) respectively in Fig. 2. ut

 

f f’  

g f 

a h 

b 

b a 

a b 

g 

a b 

(i) (ii) 

Figure 2: Two examples of unique trees

Fig. 3 illustrates the data structure universe which implements a unique
tree. In the figure, the stack associates with an attribute m, which denotes the
size of the stack. The table associates with two attributes hash and count, which
are respectively the hash function and the number of elements in the buckets of
the table.

A slot in the stack corresponds to a ground term. The content of the slot
is a pair (name, args), where name is a string, and it can be the name of
the constant or the name of the function that constructs a structured term. If
it is a structured term, the args expresses a list of arguments in terms SOME
[arg1, arg2, ..., argn], and argi is an integer representing a term. If it is a constant
term then args is NONE. In the case of Fig. 3, a and b are constant terms,
f(a, b) and g(b, h(a)) are structured terms.

An element in the buckets is also a pair (term, val) mapping a term to an
integer number (which is also the index of the stack). Thus, the argument list
of a function can be efficiently constructed.

The buckets constitute a hash table. To resolve the collisions, a slot of a
bucket contains a list of elements (c.f. [14]).

4.2.2 The relTable data structure

The data structure relTable contains information about the relation symbols as
illustrated in Fig. 4. It is implemented by a hash table, where each of the
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Figure 3: The universe data structure

elements in the table is a pair ((name, ary), val). The first element in the pair
is the relation symbol name and its arity, and the second element in the pair
is the integer representation of a relation symbol, which also gives the location
of the relation symbol in the result data structure (i.e the root node). To make
the search efficient we use also an reverse table such that given a val, we can
get the corresponding relation symbol and its arity immediately.

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

i 

n-1 

hash + count 

 

0 

table 

[(”R”, k), val)] 
 

Figure 4: The relTable data structure

4.2.3 The result data structure

Definition 7 A prefix tree is a rooted tree. It is used to represent an n-ary
relation R on a given finite universe U . Each path of the tree represents a tuple
(a1, ..., an) ∈ R. Along a path from the root node to the leaf node, each edge
between any two nodes (i.e. a parent node and its child node) is respectively
labeled with a1,..., an for (a1, ..., an) ∈ R. Given a node vi and its child node
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R 

a b 

a b c 

Figure 5: A prefix tree representing a 2-ary relation R

vj in the prefix tree, if the edge between them is labeled with a, then we say vi

prefixes the subtree rooted on vj by a, and shortly, vi prefixes vj by a.

Example 5 A 2-ary relation R = {(a, a), (a, b), (b, c)} is represented by a prefix
tree shown in Fig. 5. ut

The result data structure implements a set of prefix trees as illustrated in
Fig. 6.

 4 

Where, in env, the first int corresponds to a variable, and int in int option corresponds to 
an atomic value of the universe. The data structures result and infl are discussed in more 
detail i n the following subsections. 

3.2.1. result: a set of prefix trees 
Definition (prefix tree):  (give a definition here) 
 
The result implements a set of prefix trees, each represents a relation defined by a 
predicate (or a predicate with associated tuples), as ill ustrated in Figure 2.  
 
In Figure 2, the stack associates with an attribute n, which is the size of the stack. The 
table associates with two attributes hash and count, which are respectively the hash 
function and the number of the elements in the buckets of the table.  
 
Each node in the stack corresponds to a node in a prefix tree. The first k nodes are the root 
nodes … (more descriptions) 
SOME[a, b] 

Figure 2. The result data structure 

 
Example 1. Three prefix trees representing three predicates R, P, and Q and the associated 
tuples are shown in Figure 3. 
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[[ ]])v),a,v(( 21  

SOME [a] 

Figure 6: The result data structure

In Fig. 6, the stack associates with an attribute m, which denotes the size of
the stack. The table associates with two attributes hash and count, which are
respectively the hash function and the number of elements in the buckets of the
table.

A slot in the stack corresponds to a node in a prefix tree. In version V1.0,
the first n slots in the stack correspond to the root nodes of n prefix trees [14].
This holds no longer in version V2.0 since it supports re-run the solver based on
the previous reult. In stead, the root node is created and indexed dynamically
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as the other nodes. The content of the slot can be NONE, SOME[] or SOME
[b1, ..., bi]. Here, NONE denotes an uninitialized node, SOME [] denotes a leaf
node, and SOME [b1, ..., bi] denotes a node that prefixes its i (i ≥ 1) child nodes
by b1, · · · , bi respectively. In the case of Fig. 6, SOME [a, b] in slot 0 denotes
that the root node of the prefix tree for R prefixes its two children by a and b

respectively.
An element ((v1, a), v2) in the buckets corresponds to an edge between two

nodes v1 and v2 such that v1 prefixes v2 by a. Here, v1 and v2 are the slot
locations in the stack.

The buckets constitute a hash table. The hash function takes the pair (v1, a)
as the input and produces the hash value as the index of the buckets. Therefore,
each slot in the buckets may be hashed into more than one elements. To resolve
the collisions, we define that a slot of a bucket contains a list of elements.

Example 6 Three prefix trees representing three relations, i.e. 1-ary relation
R, 2-ary relation P , and undefined relation Q, are implemented by result as
shown in Fig. 7. ut

 5 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3. Three prefix trees in result 

3.2.2. infl: a set of prefix trees with consumers 
Figure 3 illustrates the data structure infl, which again implements a set prefix trees as that 
in result. But it differs from result in that the contents in each slot in the stack are the 
consumers. 
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Figure 7: The three prefix trees in result

4.2.4 The infl data structure

Fig. 8 illustrates the data structure infl, which again implements a set of prefix
trees as that in result. But it differs from result in that each slot of the stack
contains information about consumers (c.f. [2]). A consumer is constructed
when the current computation can not be completed for the lack of informa-
tion. The solver suspends the computation by saving the necessary context as
the consumer, and resumes the computation when the expected information is
obtained. In Fig. 8, SOME [csm] in slot 0 in the stack means that one consumer
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(denoted by csm) is registered in the root node of the prefix tree for R, whereas
NONE in a slot means that no consumer is registered in the corresponding node.
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Figure 4. The infl data structure 

4. Reaching definitions analysis using the solver 
In this section we use an example to explain and illustrate how the solver works, in 
particular in manipulating data structures, to derive the final solution. The example we are 
using is a reaching definitions analysis of a small program taken from the book [2] as:  
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This program is written in the WHILE language. It calculates the factorial of the number 
stored in x and stores the result in z. The number outside the brackets [] is the label of the 
basic block embraced in the brackets.  
 
In reaching definitions analysis, we are interested in which assignment reaches which 
program point (namely entry point and exit point of each basic block). The analysis for the 
WHILE language is given in Table 2.2 in the book [2]. What we do here is to transform the 
analysis in terms of ALFP clausal form as in Figure 5. 
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Figure 8: The infl data structure

5 Algorithms and Implementation

The algorithms are in fact classified into two major parts: preprocessing and
solving. In the preprocessing part, a clause with structured terms is transformed
into the clause with only simple terms by implementing the function defined in
Table 2. The solving algorithm computes then the least solution to the clauses
with only the simple terms.

5.1 Preprocessing

The preprocessing is done by the functions defined in the structure Intern which
transforms clauses represented by the internal data structure InternData to
another data structure called HornPlus. At the same time it implements the
transformation function ℵ defined in Table 2. The implementation is shown in
Table 4 in SML pseudocode. We adopt the notations used in [2], and explain
mainly those related to the extensions in the Succinct Solver (V2.0).

In Table 4, the function doPre processes the preconditions, and the function
doClause processes the clauses. One of the major tasks in the preprocessing is
to implement the function ℵ which is facilitated mainly by the function genTerm

and wrap. The function genTerm used in the doPre is abstracted as follows:

fungenTerm (y, f(~x)) = Rf (y :: (doArgs~x))

where, Rf is a new predicate which will be described later on.
This function is slightly different from the function genTerm used in doClause.

We discuss the difference through the following example.
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fun doPre (R(~x)) = let

val pre = R(doArgs genTerm ~x)
fun wrap auxPre pre = case auxPre of

[] -> pre

| ((y, p) :: rest)-> wrap rest (∃y : (pre ∧ p))
in wrap auxPre pre end

| doPre (¬R(~x)) = let

val pre = ¬R(doArgs genTerm ~x)
fun wrap auxPre pre = case auxPre of

[] -> pre

| ((y, p) :: rest) -> wrap rest (∃y : (pre ∧ p))
in wrap auxPre pre end

| doPre (pre1 ∧ pre2) = doPre pre1 ∧ doPre pre2

| doPre (pre
1
∧ pre

2
) = doPre pre

1
∨ doPre pre

2

| doPre (∃x : pre) = ∃x : doPrepre

| doPre (t1 = t2) = let

val pre = let val x = genTerm′ t1
val y = genTerm′ t2
in (x = y) end

fun wrap auxPre pre = case auxPre of

[] -> pre

| ((y, p) :: rest) -> wrap rest (∃y : (pre ∧ p))
in wrap auxPre pre end

| doPre (t1 6= t2) = let

val pre = let val x = genTerm′ t1
val y = genTerm′ t2
in (x 6= y) end

fun wrap auxPre pre = case auxPre of

[] -> pre

| ((y, p) :: rest) -> wrap rest (∃y : (pre ∧ p))
in wrap auxPre pre end

fun doClause (R(~x)) = let

fun genTerm (y, f(~x)) =
(FunApp(y, U.applyConsf, ~x), Rf (y :: doArgs ~x))

val conclution = R(doArgs genTerm ~x)
fun wrap auxClause conclution = case auxClause of

[] -> conclution

| ((y, (pre, ass)) :: rest)->
∀y : (pre ⇒ ass ∧ (wrap rest conclution))

in wrap auxCLause conclution

end

| doClause 1 = 1

| doClause (cl1 ∧ cl2) = doClause cl1 ∧ doClause cl2

| doClause (pre ⇒ cl) = doPre pre ⇒ doClause cl

| doClause (pre =⇒ cl) = doPrepre =⇒ doClause cl

| doClause (∀x : cl) = ∀x : doClause cl

Table 4: The preprocessing algorithm in SML pseudocode
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Example 7 Consider R(f(x), b) occurs as an assertion and a query respectively
in the following two clauses. Where, b is a constant, and f(x) is a structured
term.

1. For the clause
pre ⇒ R(f(x), b)

it is transformed into

∀y : (FunApp (y, applyConsfx) ∧ pre ⇒ Rf (y, x) ∧ R(y, b))

2. For the clause
R(f(x), b) ⇒ cl

it is transformed into

∃y : (R(y, b) ∧ Rf (y, x)) ⇒ cl
ut

In the example (1), we introduce a new construct FunApp for preconditions,
which is actually an representation of an explicit unification, e.g. y = f(x) in
this case. In addition, the value of y, i.e. the ground instance of f(x) will be
inserted into the universe during the solving process. The predicate Rf (y, x)
denotes that y and f(x) are unified, thus when the same structured term occurs
in the query, i.e. in the case of example (2), we only need to query Rf (y, x)
without repeating the unification again. The genTerm then generates a list of the
ingredients, e.g. FunApp(· · ·) and Rf (· · · ), which will be wrapped up into the
corresponding clauses by the wrap function in both doPre and doClause cases.
Clearly the introduction of new predicate symbol Rf is mainly for efficiency
that the same term does not need to be transformed twice in both queries and
assertions.

Similar to function genTerm in doPre, the function genTerm’, in the case of
equality or inequality, also generates a list of queries of the form Rf (y, x) for
each structured term of the form f(x). If a term t is a variable or a ground
term, it returns that term without any transformation. Again, wrap function
wraps the ingredients into a clause.

The function doArgs as abstracted below is used to process all the arguments
for both predicates and for functions.

fun doArgs (t :: aa) =
if groundOrVar t then (toH t) :: doArgsaa

else let valy = Aux.newAux()
val = auxPre := (y, genTerm (y, t)) :: (!auxPre)

in y :: (doArgsaa)
end

where if a term t is a ground term or a variable, captured by function groundOrVar

then it is transformed to HornPlus format by the function toH. Otherwise, an
auxiliary variable y is generated for each structured term and then explicitly
unifies with the term by calling the genTerm function, which generates a list
of ingredients represented by auxPre in the case of doPre or auxClause in the
case of doClause.

When the preprocessing terminates, it returns the HornPlus clause, which
is further translated to the Horn clause and then solved by the solve function.
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5.2 Solving

The solving is done by the function solve in the structure Solve, which computes
the least solution to the clauses and constructs the solution in the data structure
result (of Forest.forest type).

The solving algorithm is described in the SML pseudocode as given in Table
5.

The solve function is composed of the check function for checking pre-
conditions and the execute function for computing clauses. It constructs the
least solution to the given clause by computations and manipulations of the data
structures. In Table 5, η corresponds to the data structure env, U corresponds to
the data structure universe, and rho corresponds to the data structure result.
Operations on rho include:

rho.add : predicate * univ list -> unit

rho.has : predicate * univ list -> bool

rho.sub : predicate * (univ list) list

where rho.add (R,~a) adds R(~a) into result, and rho.has (R,~a) checks whether
R(~a) is already in result or not, while rho.subR returns all the tuples of ground
terms associated with the predicate symbol R, which have a prefix ~a.

The operations on infl data structure include:

infl.register : predicate * consumer -> unit

infl.consumers : predicate -> consumer list

here the function infl.register save the consumer to infl which saves the con-
text of computation of the given predicate and gives the information about where
to start once the required data are available, and the function infl.consumers

returns a list of consumers related to the specified predicate that are going to
be continued.

The operations on U include:

U.applyCons : funConstruct -> univ -> univ

U.all : unit -> univ list

where U.applyCons constructs a new ground term and adds the new ground
term into the universe data structure, and U.all gets a list of all ground terms
from the current universe.

The operations associated with the env data structure include:

unify : env * var list * univ list -> env option

update : env * var * univ -> env

bind : env * var list * univ list -> env list

getValue : env * var -> univ option

each : env list -> env

where the unify function modifies the given env whenever the given tuple
(x1, · · · , xk) of variables are unifiable with the given tuple (a1, · · · , ak) of ground
terms from the universe under the env. Informally, we say that xi and ai (for
i ∈ {1, · · · k} are unifiable under env whenever (xi 7→ ai) ∈ env or (xi 7→ NONE)
∈ env, or (xi 7→ a) 6∈ env (meaning that the env does not contain variable xi).
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fun check (R(~x), K) η = let

fun K′ ~a = case unify(η, ~x,~a) of NONE -> ()

| SOME η′ -> K(η′)
in (infl.register(R, K′); app K′ (rho.subR))
end

| check (¬R(~x), K) η = let

fun K′ η′ = if rho.has (R, eval (~x, η′)) then () else K (η′)
in (ncs.register(~x, η, K′); app K′ (bind (η, ~x)))
end

| check (pre1 ∧ pre2, K) η = check (pre1, check (pre2, K)) η

| check (pre1 ∨ pre2, K) η = check (pre1, K) η; check (pre2, K) η

| check (∃x : pre, K) η = check (pre, K ◦ tl) ((x, NONE)::η)

| check (FunApp (y, U.applyCons f, ~x), K) η = let

val new = U.applyCons f(eval (~x, η))
in (resumeCsms (new);

case y of Const i -> if i = new then K (η) else ()

| Var z -> K (update (η, z, new)))
end

| check (x1 = x2, K) η = case unify′(η, x1, x2) of

SOME η′-> K (η′)
| NONE-> if getVal (η, x1) = SOME a then ()

else let fun K′ a = K (update′(η, (x1, x2), (a, a)))
in (eqcs.register K′; app K′ U.all)
end

| check (x1 6= x2, K) η = case (getValue(η, x1), getValue(η, x2)) of

(SOME a1, SOME a2) -> if a1 = a2 then ()else K (η)
| (NONE, NONE) -> if x1 = x2 then ()else let

fun K′ u a = let

fun f b = if a = b then ()

else K (update′ (η, (x1, x2), (a, b)))
in app f u

end
in(neqcs.register K′; app (K′ U.all) U.all)
end

| -> let fun K′ b = if axi
<> b then K (update (η, x3−i, b)) else ()

in(neqcs.register K′; app K′ U.all)
end

fun execute (R(~x)) η = let fun K ~a = if rho.has(R,~a) then ()

else (rho.add(R,~a);
app (fn K′ => K′ ~a)

(infl.consumers R))
fun K′ η′ = eval (~x, each η′)

in (rcs.register (R, ~x, η, K′);
app K (K′ bind (η, ~x))) end

| execute 1 η = ()

| execute (cl1 ∧ cl2) η = execute cl1 η; execute cl2 η

| execute (pre ⇒ cl) η = check (pre, execute cl) η

| execute (pre =⇒ cl) η = check (pre, (cnt := cnt + 1; execute cl)) η

| execute (∀x : cl) η = execute cl ((x, NONE) :: η)

Table 5: The solving algorithm in SML pseudocode
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If each pair of xi and ai are unifiable, then the corresponding variable xi in env

is modified with ai and SOME env’ is returned, meaning that the current env

is modified as env’. Otherwise, it returns NONE meaning that the modification
(or unification) is failed.

The function update modifies the given env by re-binding the given variable,
e.g. x with the given value, e.g. ground term a. The function bind assigns to
the given list of variables (whose values in env are all NONE) the lists of tuples
of ground terms formed from the current universe, and then generates a list of
new environments.

The function getValue returns the values of the given variables in env if
there is any, and the function each is an abstract function that returns each
time an env until the all the given env list are enumerated. The function unify’
is a variant of unify, and the function update’ is a variant of update.

The main strategy for handling the dynamic expansion of the universe is to
add a new ground term into the universe whenever checking FunApp becomes
true, and at the same time to resume all the continuations of computations (ab-
stracted as resumeCsms in Table 5) that demand the whole universe information,
and that were suspended in the previous computations.

We use four FIFO queues, ncs, eqcs, neqcs and rcs to maintain the contin-
uations for negative queries, equalities, in-equalities and assertions respectively.
We again use the concept of consumer and define four types of consumers:

type consumerN = univ list * env * (env -> unit)

type consumerE = univ -> unit

type consumerNE = int * (univ list -> int -> unit)

type consumerR = predicate * var list * env * (env list -> univ list)

As an example, we consider the case for checking a negative query ¬R(~x),
and describe here how the continuations are registered and resumed once a new
ground term is added to the universe.

Example 8 Consider the clause below, we show step by step how the continu-
ation associated with ¬R(x) is registered and resumed upon a new ground term
added to the universe.

R(a) ∧ ∀x : ((¬R(x) ⇒ S(x)) ∧ (R(x) ⇒ T (f(x))))

1. When ¬R(x) is first met, we have env = {x 7→ NONE }, and universe =
{a}. Therefore, the solver would take each of the ground term in the
universe to unify with the variable x, or in another word, construct a set
of envs such that each x is bound to a ground term from the universe, and
then check ¬R(x) under each env. This is carried out by the function K’
as in Table 5. And if ¬R(x) is true under an env, then such an env will
propagated to the continuous computation, i.e. computing the rest of the
clauses. Since we do not know the whole universe for the moment, and we
can only establish env = {x 7→ a}, we then register the function K’ to the
consumer queue ncs, together with the current env, and at the same time
check ¬R(x) under env = {x 7→ a}. Since R(a) has been in the result

data structure, i.e. checking ¬R(a) returns false, thus the computation for
the first implication clause terminates under the current env.
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2. For the second implication clause, the starting env is also that env = {x 7→
NONE }. When checking the precondition R(x), the variable x is unifiable
with a under the current env, thus the precondition becomes true, and the
new env′ = {x 7→ a} will propagated to the assertion T (f(x)), and at
the same time a consumer is registered to the infl in case that the current
information is not fully known.

3. When executing T (f(x)) under env′, a new ground term f(a) is added to
the universe, and T (f(a)) is added to the result data structure.

4. Once the ground term f(a) is added to the universe the consumer in ncs

is resumed, i.e. checking the negative query under env′ = {x 7→ f(a)},
which is a modification of the registered env. Since R(f(a)) is not in the
result data structure, thus ¬R(x) is true, and the env′ is propagated to
the the execution of the assertion S(x).

5. Then S(f(a)) is added to the result data structure, and the computation
terminates.

6. The solution to the given clause is: result = {R : a, T : f(a), S : f(a)}
and the universe is: universe = {a, f(a)}.

ut

Remark 1 We claim without proof that the theories for the complexity analysis
developed in [2] still hold, but the size of the input clause is expanded within a
bounded number due to the transformation ℵ.

Concerning the manipulations of the internal data structures during the
solving process we consider the clause

GT (one, zero) ∧ IsOne(one)∧
∀x : ∀y : (GT (x, y) ∧ IsOne(x) ⇒ GT (f(x), y))

where zero and one are constants. IsOne is unary predicate symbol and GT is a
binary predicate symbol, and f is a function symbol. The clause is transformed
by the preprocessing into the clause

GT (one, zero) ∧ IsOne(one)∧
∀x : ∀y : ((GT (x, y) ∧ IsOne(x)) ⇒
∀z : (FunApp(z, applyConsfx) ⇒ f(z, x) ∧ GT (z, y)))

We now illustrate how the solver establishes the data structure result via dy-
namically expending universe while using and updating env.

1) When the preprocessing is done, both env and result are empty, but the
data structure universe is as shown in Fig. 9.

2) After the first conjunct GT (one, zero) is processed, the result data struc-
ture contains one tuple (one, zero) associated with predicate GT . When the
second conjunct IsOne(one) is processes, the result data structure is as shown
in Fig. 10. Since no new ground term is added, the universe remains unchanged.
Again env is empty.

3) When the universal quantifiers ∀x and ∀y are processed the env is modified
as env = {x 7→ NONE, y 7→NONE}.
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Figure 9: The universe data structure (1)
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Figure 10: The result data structure (1)

4) When the conjunctive precondition GT (x, y) ∧ IsOne(x) is processed,
the solver first visits the result data structure and unifies GT (x, y) to each of
the tuples associated with GT predicate respectively (at the same time adds a
consumer in infl) to obtain a list of new envs, each reflects one unification. Since
now there is only one tuple (one, zero) associated with GT , thus GT (x, y) and
GT (one, zero) are unified and new env becomes env = {x 7→ one, y 7→ zero}
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which is used for checking IsOne(x). Again there is only one tuple (one) is
associated with IsOne, and IsOne(x) is unifiable with IsOne(one). The same
env will be used for the further computation, i.e. checking the conclusion.

5) When the universal quantification ∀z is met, the env is updated as
env = {x 7→ one, y 7→ zero, z 7→ NONE }.

6) After FunApp(z, applyCons f x) is checked, the term f(one) is added to
the universe data structure, as shown in Fig. 11, and the env is updated to
env = {x 7→ one, y 7→ zero, z 7→ f(one)}. 
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Figure 11: The universe data structure (2)

7) The two assertions f(z, x) and GT (z, y) will be instantiated respectively
as f(f(one), one) and GT (f(one), y) according to the current bindings to x, y,
z. This results in the modification to the result data structure which is shown
in Fig. 12.

8) After GT (f(one), zero) is added to the result, the consumer in infl for
GT is resumed, and the computation for checking GT (x, y) is continued, that re-
sults in propagating the new env = {x 7→ f(one), y 7→ zero} to check IsOne(x).
Since IsOne(x) is false under the new env, the computation terminates.

5.3 Query the result from previous solving

It is often the case that the solution to a clause contains a huge amount of tuples
associated with all predicates. It is then hard to read the solution. One way to
do it is to formulate the properties into ALFP clauses to query the result data
structure for verifying the properties.

To enable the access to the result from the previous solution, we implement
the data structure result and relTable, and universe as global data structures,
which remain unchanged unless an explicit initialization is done by calling the
function init (c.f. Section 6).

It needs to mention that, it requires that the clauses are stratified, that
means previous solved clauses and the clauses to solve are in the different strata.
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Figure 12: The result data structure (2)

Thus, the data structure infl for the consumer remains local is sufficient. In [14],
we have describe the infl which has the same structure as result, but each nodes
records the consumer that is going to be resumed late on when the new tuples
associated with the corresponding predicate symbol is added.

Example 9 If we continues with the previous clause, and query with the clause

∀x : ∀y : GT (f(x), y) ⇒ OK(x)

1. It is transformed in the pre-precessing as

∀x : ∀y : (∃z : f(z, x) ∧ GT (z, y)) ⇒ OK(x))

2. When the solving starts, the data structures result and universe remain
the same as shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, but the env is empty.

3. After the first two quantifications are processed, the env becomes
env = {x 7→ NONE, y 7→ NONE}.

4. After the precondition is checked, the exists quantifier makes the env

changes first to env = {x 7→ NONE, y 7→ NONE, z 7→ NONE}, and after
both conjuncts in the precondition are checked, it becomes
env = {x 7→ one, y 7→ zero, z 7→ f(one)}.

5. The assertion OK(x) will be processed under env = {x 7→ one, y 7→ zero}
since variable z is only “local” to the precondition. Then OK(one) is added
to the result data structure. We know then that GT (f(one), zero) is the
only one that use the function symbol f in the arguments.

ut
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6 User Interfaces

The structure FormulaAnalyzer described in the file formulaAnalyzer.sml in
the Formulas directory is an application of the functor FrontBackEnd which
defines the functions for users to access the solver. The functor FrontBackEnd
is defined in the file frontBackEnd.sml in the same directory. The user interface
provided by FrontBackEnd is summarized in Table 6.

The functions given in the Table 6 can be classified into four groups in-
cluding the function for initialization, functions for input, functions for solving
clauses, and functions for output. The only one initialization function init is
used to initialize all the global data structures which are used by the solver to
construct the result. These data structures should be initialized before calling
the functions for solving clauses. In the following subsections, we shall describe
the functions of the other three groups.

6.1 Functions for input

There are four ways to input ALFP clauses to the solver:

• input from SML data structures

• input from a text file

• input from stdIn (standard input)

• input from a string

� inputData clause
The function inputData receives the ALFP clause represented by the SML data
structure defined in the structure HornDirect. It then transforms the clause
into the internal data structure that the solver uses to process the clause.

The structure HornDirect, in the file hornDirect.sml under the directory
Formulas defines the following SML data structures to express ALFP clauses:

datatype term = Cons of string

| Var of string

| AppF of string * term list

datatype pre = Prel of string * term list

| Nrel of string * term list

| Pconj of pre list

| Pdisj of pre list

| Exists of string list * pre

| Eq of term * term

| Neq of term * term

datatype clause = One

| Rel of string * term list

| Impl of pre * clause

| BImpl of pre * clause

| Conj of clause list

| Forall of string list * clause
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val init : unit -> Forest.forest

val inputData : HornDirect.clause -> HornPlus.clause list

val inputFile : string -> HornPlus.clause list

val inputStd : unit -> HornPlus.clause list

val inputStr : string -> HornPlus.clause list

val fromALFPtoHD : string -> HornDirect.clause list

val outputData : Forest.forest ->

(StringItem.item * IntItem.item) list * bool

-> string list * (string * string list list) list

val outputFile : Forest.forest * string ->

(StringItem.item * IntItem.item) list * bool -> unit

val outputStd : Forest.forest ->

(StringItem.item * IntItem.item) list * bool -> unit

val outputStr : Forest.forest ->

(StringItem.item * IntItem.item) list * bool -> string

val solve : Forest.forest * HornPlus.clause list -> unit

val solveCount : Forest.forest * HornPlus.clause list -> unit

val solveData : Forest.forest * HornPlus.clause list

-> string list * (string * string list list) list

val solveFile : Forest.forest * HornPlus.clause list * string -> unit

val solveStd : Forest.forest * HornPlus.clause list -> unit

val solveStr : Forest.forest * HornPlus.clause list -> string

val selectSolveData : Forest.forest * HornPlus.clause list ->

(StringItem.item * IntItem.item) list * bool * bool

-> string list * (string * string list list) list

val selectSolveFile : Forest.forest * HornPlus.clause list * string ->

(StringItem.item * IntItem.item) list * bool * bool

-> unit

val selectSolveStd : Forest.forest * HornPlus.clause list ->

(StringItem.item * IntItem.item) list * bool * bool

-> unit

val selectSolveStr : Forest.forest * HornPlus.clause list ->

(StringItem.item * IntItem.item) list * bool * bool

-> string

Table 6: Interface provided by FrontBackEnd
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This corresponds to the following syntax:

t ::= a | x | f (t1, · · · , tk)
pre ::= R (t1, · · · , tk) | ¬R (t1, · · · , tk) | pre1 ∧ pre2

| pre1 ∨ pre2 | ∃x1, · · · , xk : pre | t1 = t2 | t1 6= t2

cl ::= R (t1, · · · , tk) | 1 | cl1 ∧ cl2
| pre ⇒ cl | pre =⇒ cl | ∀x1, · · · , xk : cl

This syntax is slightly different from the one described in section 1.1 mainly
on that it allows to write a quantifier over a sequence of variables. For example,
it allows to write ∀x, y, z : P (x, y, z) instead of writing ∀x : ∀y : ∀z : P (x, y, z).

� inputFile fileName
The function inputFile receives the ALFP clause from the text file specified
by fileName. It then transforms the clause into the internal data structure that
the solver uses to process the clause.

The ALFP clauses in the text file requires the following syntax:

t ::= c | x | f (t1, · · · , tk)
pre ::= R (t1, · · · , tk) | !R (t1, · · · , tk) | pre1&pre2

| pre1 | pre2 | E x.pre | t1 = t2 | t1! = t2

cl ::= R (t1, · · · , tk) | 1 | cl1&cl2
| pre ⇒ cl | pre =⇒ cl | A x.cl

This syntax is slightly different from the one introduced in section 1, mainly
on notations used for the operators and quantifiers. Here ! is used for negation,
| for disjunction, and & for conjunction. A in A x. is the universal quantifier,
and E in E x. the existential quantifier. The notation != is used for 6=.

� inputStd

The function inputStd receives the ALFP clause from the standard input,
known as stdIn, and then transforms the clause into the internal data struc-
ture.

� inputStr str
The function inputStr receives the ALFP clause from the string str, and trans-
forms the clause into the internal data structure. This is mainly used for receiv-
ing the clause via sockets by means of the SML/NJ Socket structure (cf. [15]).

� fromALFPtoHD fileName
The auxiliary function fromALFPtoHD is used to transform the ALFP clause
in the text file specified by fileName to the SML data structure defined in
HornDirect.

6.2 Functions for output

There are also four ways to output the result from the solver:

• output to SML data structures
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• output to a file

• output to stdOut (standard output)

• output to a string

� outputData result, (select, univ)
The function outputData is used to output the result to a SML data structure
with the type string list * (string * string list list) list. The first
list represents the universe, i.e. a list of ground terms, each is represented by a
string. The second list represents the result, which contains a list of relations.
Each relation is represented by a relation name (of string type), and a list of
tuples of ground terms (string list list).

Example 10 The relation

SISTERS : (Ann, Mary), (Susan, Hellen)

is represented by a list:

[“SISTERS”, [[“Ann”, “Mary”], [“Susan”, “Hellen”]]]

ut

The function has three parameters: result, select, and univ. The result (of
type Forest.forest) holds the solution from the solver. The select (of type (string
* int) list) specifies a list of relations as the output. A relation is represented
by a pair of the relation name, and its arity. For example, if one is going to
output the 2-ary relation SISTERS from the result, the select is specified by
[(“SISTERS”, 2)]. The empty list corresponds to selecting all the relations as
the output. The univ specifies whether or not the universe is also included as
the output. If it is true, the universe is output as well. If it is false the universe
is excluded from the output.

� outputFile (result, fileName) (select, univ)
The function outputFile is used to output the result to a text file. The function
has four parameters: result, fileName, select, and univ. The fileName specifies
the output file name. The result, select and univ are the same as those in
outputData.

� outputStd result (select, univ)
The function outputFile is used to output the result to stdOut, i.e. the stan-
dard output. The three parameters: result, select, and univ are the same as
those in outputData.

� outputStr result (select, univ)
The function outputFile is used to output the result to a string. The three pa-
rameters: result, select, and univ are the same as those in outputData. Again,
this function is mainly used for sending the result via sockets by means of the
SML/NJ Socket structure (cf. [15]).
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6.3 Functions for solving

There are ten functions in this group. Two of them (solve and solveCount)
are used to solve the clause represented by the internal data structure and con-
struct the solution to the clause in the result data structure, without output
of the result. The other functions combine these two functions with different
output functions to easy the user to output the result.

� solve (result, cl)
The function solve is used to solve the clause without the output of the result.
This can be used in an iterative solving process where the intermediate result
is not of interests, and the final result can be output using the functions for
output.

The solve function has two parameters: result and cl. The result holds the
global data structure containing the solution to the clause, and the cl is the
clause (generated by an input function) that is going to be solved. These two
parameters are used in all the following functions, and we shall not describe
them again in the sequel, if there no special purpose.

� solveCount (result, cl)
The function solveCount is essentially the same as solve, but printing a sum-
mary of the result, e.g. the universe, the number of elements for each relation,
and etc., onto the screen.

� solveData (result, cl)
The function solveData is used to solve the clause and output all the result
including the universe in the way that outputData does. At the same time it
prints a summary of the result onto the screen.

� solveFile (result, cl, fileName)
The function solveFile is used to solve the clause and output all the result
including the universe to the file specified by fileName. At the same time it
prints a summary of the result onto the screen.

� solveStd (result, cl)
The function solveStd is used to solve the clause and output all the result in-
cluding the universe to the standard output stdOut. At the same time it prints
a summary onto the screen.

� solveStr (result, cl)
The function solveStd is used to solve the clause and output all the result
including the universe to a string, which will be returned. At the same time it
prints a summary onto the screen.

� selectSolveData (result, cl) (select, univ, count)
The function selectSolveData is used to solve the clause and output the se-
lected the result in the way that outputData does. It has five parameters. The
parameters result and cl are the same as those in solve, while select and univ
are the same as those in outputData. The count is used to specify whether a
summary of the result is printed or not. If it is true, the summary of the result
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is printed, otherwise the summary is not printed.

� selectSolveFile (result, cl, fileName) (select, univ, count)
The function selectSolveFile is used to solve the clause and output the the
selected result to the file specified by fileName. The other parameters are the
same as those in selectSolveData.

� selectSolveStd (result, cl) (select, univ, count)
The function selectSolveStd is used to solve the clause and output the se-
lected result to the standard output stdOut.

� selectSolveStr (result, cl) (select, univ, count)
The function selectSolveStr is used to solve the clause and output the selected
result as a string returned.

6.4 Other facilities

We provide also some other auxiliary functions to facilitate the use of the
solver. As we have already mentioned that the structure HornDirect defines
the SML data structure to represent ALFP clauses. It provides also a func-
tion called translate to translate a clause from HornDirect data structure
to the solver’s internal representation of clauses and thus avoiding the ALFP’s
parser. Symmetrically, we also provide a structure called InternToDirect, in
the file internToDirect.sml under the directory Formulas, where a function
called toHdClause is to transform a clause resulted from the parser into the
HornDirect data structure. In addition, we provide the following facilities:

6.4.1 Pretty print

The structure Pretty, defined in the pPrint.sml file under the directory For-
mulas, provides three functions to print clauses defined in the HornDirect

structure into a Latex file so that one can include it into the Latex document
whenever there is a need. The interface to these functions are:

val prettyTable : string ∗ clause ∗ string → unit

val prettyFrame : string ∗ clause → unit

val prettyText : string ∗ clause → unit

�prettyTable (fname, cl, capt)
The function prettyTable is used to print the clause cl into the Latex file called
fname.tex as a framed table, and the string capt is the contents of the caption of
the table. Moreover, fname is also used as a label of the table for your reference
in your Latex document.

� prettyFrame (fname, cl)
The function prettyFrame is used to print the clause cl into the Latex file called
fname.tex as a framed text.

� prettyText (fname, cl)
The function prettyText is used to print the clause cl into the Latex file called
fname.tex as a pure text without any decoration.
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When the file fname.tex is included in the main Latex document, the alfp.sty
file should also be included. The alfp.sty file is in the Application directory.

As mentioned in the previous section, the function fromALFPtoHD is used to
transform the ALFP clause from the text file to the clause represented by the
HornDirect structure. One can therefore use the pretty print function to print
the ALFP clause from the text file as well.

6.4.2 Making a breakpoint

As mentioned, the clause pre =⇒ cl is used to make a breakpoint in front
of clause cl in order to print the number of environments passing through the
breakpoint of clause cl. Intuitively, it gives how many times the clause cl will be
executed. In the solver, the (partial) environment is used to map variables to
the ground terms from the universe [2]. The experiments with the solver in [16]
reports that minor syntactical variations of formulas, e.g. the order of conjuncts
in preconditions, have a strong impact on computation efficiency of the solver.

It is often not easy to predicate which order of the conjuncts in preconditions
is better than the others, which depends on the current environment that the
unification is carried on and the values to be unified.

Example 11 Consider a fragment P1(x, y) ∧ P2(x, y) ⇒ Q(x, y) of a clause,
where x and y are bounded variables. When the precondition P1(x, y)∧P2(x, y)
is checked, variable x is e.g. bound to the constant a, and y is not yet bound in
the current environment. The solver makes first the query to the predicate P1

and obtains a list of tuples for P1, and it then unifies each tuple with the current
environment. Each successful unification will produce a new environment for P2

to be checked. If e.g. the list of tuples for predicate P1 is [(a, b), (a,c), (a,d)],
and after the query to P1 is done, it produces three environments. The query to
P2 is then carried out in three environment. If e.g. the list tuples for predicate
P2 is [(b, b), (b,c), (b,d)], it is easy to see that all the unifications will be failed.
Therefore no execution to assertion Q(x, y). In this case, if we could check P2

first then we would not check P1 and save unnecessary computation expenses.
ut

In this situation, e.g., one can use the clause pre =⇒ cl to replace the
clause pre ⇒ cl in order to do some debugging, e.g. with different orderings in
preconditions.

Example 12 Consider the clause ∀x : ∀y : P1(x, y) ∧ P2(x, y) ⇒ Q(x, y), we
can do the followings:

1. Transform the clause into: ∀x : ∀y : P1(x, y) =⇒ (P2(y, x) ⇒ Q(x, y)),
and run the solver. When the computation is done, we will see a message
from the screen “Number of env’s passing through the breakpoint: n1”,
where the number n1 tells you how many times that the clause P2(y, x) ⇒
Q(x, y) is going to be executed.

2. Transform the clause into: ∀x : ∀y : P1(x, y) =⇒ (P2(x, y) ⇒ Q(x, y)),
repeat the same procedure as in (1) and we obtain the number n2

3. We then may be able to choose the order by n1 and n2. We shall choose
the order that precondition producing the smaller number precedes the pre-
condition producing the larger number.

ut
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7 Conclusion

We have extended the Succinct Solver to allow the use of structured terms in a
natural way. We achieve that through two main procedures: preprocessing and
solving. In the preprocessing procedure, we transform a clause with structured
terms into the clause with only simple terms as the arguments of the predicates
through explicit unifications. In the solving procedure we expend the universe
dynamically, and once a new ground term is added to the universe we con-
tinue the computations which were suspended because of the lack of the full
information.

The Succinct Solver (V2.0) has been tested and debugged by the developers
with many small scaled examples, e.g. reaching definitions analysis for the
While language [17], and the control flow analysis for Discretionary Ambients
[18] etc., with focus on the functional correctness of extended features. It has
been (and is) used by the users with lager scaled applications e.g. security
analysis for Demoney etc. The comparison of the Succinct Solver with XSB
Prolog [19] with benchmark examples, given by a separate report, shows that
essentially the experimental complexity of the Succinct Solver is comparable
with XSB Prolog. The user interface has be further extended by an web browser
application to run the solver as the server process (c.f. the web page below). The
whole sources of the solver together with the user’s guide can be downloaded
from the Succinct Solver web page:

http://www.imm.dtu.dk/cs/Secure/SuccinctSolver
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